
 

         Don’t Lose Your Way: Seminar Report 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The Don’t Lose Your Way seminar took place on Wednesday 5th October at the Birmingham & 

Midland Institute. The aims of this seminar were as follows: 

1. To assess the level of engagement of Ramblers areas and groups with the ‘Don’t Lose 

Your Way’ initiative (i.e. investigating and claiming unrecorded historic rights of way before 

the 2026 cut-off date). 

2. To provide a forum for volunteers to share their experiences and best practices when 

undertaking this work. 

3. To assess what additional support volunteers need to enable them to undertake this work. 

50 delegates attended on the day, out of 56 expected. There was a good spread of representation 

from across the Ramblers areas, with 31 different areas represented. Four Ramblers members 

(Bev Marks and Malcolm McDonnell from Sussex area, Andrew Knapman from Northamptonshire 

area and Ernie Robin from Cumbria area) shared their knowledge and expertise on this work and 

led small breakout groups to discuss the work in depth. An optional presentation also took place 

over lunch by Stephen Parkhouse from the Nottinghamshire area. 

Mark Weston, from the British Horse Society (BHS) and Kate Ashbrook, Open Spaces Society 

(OSS), (who is also a Ramblers Trustee and Vice President) also spoke at the event about the 

work their organisations are doing in this area. 

8 staff also attended, from the Policy & Advocacy, Engagement and IT teams - Nicky Philpott, 

Lizzie Flew, Michelle Bennett, Laura Burley, Lindsay Walker, Janet Davis, Paul Strong and 

Ricardo Saroyan-James. 

An agenda of the day is included on pages 15 - 16.  

2. Discussion - setting up a research group and recruiting volunteers 

Malcolm and Bev, Ernie and Andrew spoke about their experiences of setting up a research group 

and recruiting volunteers. They highlighted that the work needs more resources from Ramblers 

GB, ideally an in-house expert and that we need to be more proactive at reaching out to members 

other than Footpath Secretaries, who, as they are so busy, will not necessarily be able to take this 

work on as well. Some volunteers are not sure how to store data and to use IT solutions 

effectively. We should also put more information onto our website about how to undertake this 

research. 

 

Positively, they have found the book by Sarah Bucks and Phil Wadey an excellent resource (if 

somewhat overwhelming!) and have enjoyed working with diverse volunteers with diverse 

interests.  

 

Sussex area are using the Kew and Keep (a local archive) archives most frequently, Bev pointed 

out that even from Sussex going to Kew is quite a distance so must be hard to get to for the day 

for others travelling from even farther afield. They would like us to establish a relationship with 

Kew that allows group to access resources without always visiting the archives.  
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They have also ‘…been inspired and helped by joining forces with others with similar objectives.’ 

They work with the BHS. They have a core group of about 8 volunteers. 

 

Chris Smith from Sussex area has set up a Yahoo Group on which countrywide experiences are 

being discussed although Bev would prefer to use a different communication tool. 

 

There has been some debate about whether research should be structured by area or by route. In 

Sussex they do both and keep each other informed to avoid duplication (some people are more 

motivated by looking at routes so it is important for them to be able to focus activity on routes 

rather than dictating a particular approach). Practical suggestions included looking at both areas 

on a map and specific routes and harnessing the experience of people who like to walk the routes.  

 

Overall Bev and Malcolm wanted to remind people that this research is fun and can get quite 

addictive! 

 

Ernie from Cumbria area attended a Bucks and Wadey seminar with 30 other participants. Their 

research group has 16 people but about 8 are really committed to the research. They had an 

organised introduction at the archive which was very helpful. Holding meetings at the archive is 

also important for motivation. 

 

Andrew Knapman from Northamptonshire area spoke about how he had no prior footpath 

expertise. He also attended the Bucks and Wadey training, where he met Mark Weston who put 

him in touch with a researcher. A group of 5 are carrying out this work in Northamptonshire. They 

are not as confident with IT so use hard drives to store the data. His approach is to keep it simple. 

They assign small repetitive tasks and break the work down into manageable tasks, such as 

colouring in and spotting the difference, using field books to compare. 

 

3. Breakout sessions - setting up a research group and recruiting volunteers 

 

Ernie: 

 

In Ernie’s breakout session, he emphasised that the work can be really easy once you get started.  

He explained how in Cumbria they are working on a parish by parish basis and splitting parishes 

out between volunteers. There are concerns over how to cover such a large area however with 

few people. Fortunately, Cumbria Bridleway Society had some money to contribute to the work. 

The Mapping Officer at the council is supportive, but they are learning as they go along. 

 

One participant mentioned that in Cornwall, they are working with the BHS - although it’s not been 

smooth. However, the BHS is paying for photographing maps for the whole of Cornwall. Other 

challenges in Cornwall include parish boundaries having changed, difficulty of not having full sets 

of maps, and the importance of having digital copies of maps that you can refer back to. 
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Others highlighted that genealogists are interested in parish boundaries, as are local historians. 

Making alliances with these people can be very helpful as they will have interest in sharing 

material (if not directly in the subject matter of paths). 

 

Parish clerks can be useful, although in Doncaster they had minimal success. It may be worth 

getting the issue on the agenda supported by parish councillors. 

 

Ernie mentioned how useful the ‘Red book’ had been - but that it’s elusive. He has also put the 

Wadey and Bucks book in Kendal archive so that others can access it. 

 

In Lincoln they’ve had luck through the Local Access Forum (LAF) with four-wheel drive 

enthusiasts being supportive. They have the problem of getting enough volunteers to cover the 

whole area however, as there are 700 historic parishes. 

 

In Leicestershire the steering group on lost ways are a subcommittee of the LAF (there’s not been 

any interest from Ramblers). 

 

Oher pieces of advice included Ernie talking about success with classifying Other Routes with 

Public Access (ORPAs) to save them. Dead ends are classified as saveable if they lead to open 

country. It’s Important to make/keep a list of documents to look at. Enclosure awards are difficult to 

discern. 

 

Andrew: 

 

In Andrew’s group, there was discussion on the importance of a collaborative approach between 

Ramblers (both within areas and across the country) and other organisations. We also need to 

know what claims have been put in by other people, and if they are doing so as part of an 

organisation or as an individual. This should prevent duplication of work. 

 

There was a debate on whether areas or Ramblers GB should pay for work such as Kew 

researchers. It was stated that budget requests submitted to the GB office can include work for the 

Don’t Lose Your Way campaign.   

Some participants felt that this work should be promoted to the whole membership, as it’s so 

important to everything the Ramblers does, and to take advantage of the skills and knowledge, 

e.g. history, heritage, computer and desk work that different members have. 

Points of advice included that Kew now has a camera stand, improving the ability to take pictures 

of the archived evidence. Before going, volunteers should practice the exposure. It’s difficult to get 

right when taking photographs of white paper.  

Using the Inland Revenue Act documents, volunteers can ascertain which field books are required 

to look at the public rights of way claims. It is cheaper to order sequential field books from archive 

than non-sequential. 
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It has cost Northamptonshire around £1000 for a researcher at Kew to obtain documents.  This is 

money which the area itself made available for the project. The contact at Kew was made through 

the BHS.  

There was also a lot of discussion on LAFs. Essex County Council has told the LAF that they will 

not support the secretariat with any decisions to financially support any work on recording lost 

ways. They have also stated that Essex doesn’t have any lost ways. 

Some LAFs have only recently become interested in this topic, although are now enthusiastic and 

hold specific sub-groups. Some LAFs work closely with the council, e.g. Hampshire County 

Council and LAF collaborated to apply for a Heritage Lottery Fund grant, and the council agreed 

that any lost way identified that was compatible with the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 

(ROWIP) would be prioritised. 

Different councils are advising different types or numbers of piece of evidence as acceptable for 

claims and therefore it is difficult to generalise as to what evidence can get through the 

Inspectorate. This is likely to become much easier once the Deregulation Act has commenced and 

advice is provided by Defra (the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs) to local 

authorities. 

Concerns were raised that the BHS is involved to upgrade a substantial number of footpaths to 

bridleways, but it was pointed out that many routes were under-recorded as footpaths when the 

original definitive maps were being prepared. 

8 people in this group have already been involved in this work. They have mainly been working as 

individuals rather than through a structured group/process. They all attended a training session 

run by the Ramblers/the BHS. 

Bev and Malcolm: 

Within this group, two thirds of the participants were actively researching lost ways. Groups are 

prioritising routes as they go through the process. 

The issue of recruiting volunteers cropped up a lot, as did the limited time they were able to 

commit to the research. 

One group had paid a researcher to photograph all the records they needed at Kew. 

Visits to local archives, private days and specially arranged training at archives were helpful. 

Coventry group (covers Warwickshire) started their research in 1990. They identified 600 

footpaths/bridleways on maps by using the records at County Records Office. 

The LAF in Herefordshire coordinated training which was offered to 200 parishes. However LAFs 

have not been uniformly helpful, such as in Sussex. 
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In Nottinghamshire some volunteers put in lightweight claims as soon as they have enough 

evidence and rely on the county council to complete research1. They visit archives once a month, 

where they focus on one area and work outwards. They use National Archives Register to point to 

where archives/records will be. They found that trips to archives can be inspiring for new 

volunteers, especially when looking at old maps. They keep a spreadsheet to track what everyone 

is looking at. They also use a weighting system for evidence.    

Hampshire worked with their countryside access forum. They put an advert in the paper for 

volunteers and had 100 responses (20 were Ramblers and the rest members of the public). They 

had a project manager. The project was part of Hampshire County Council’s ROWIP. Volunteers 

identified 200+ historic routes from the 1,500 routes they investigated. They have 50 routes with 

enough evidence to put in a claim but are waiting for the Deregulation Act before doing this. They 

estimate that 30 routes have watertight claims. 

Following the breakout sessions, all volunteers came back together to briefly report back on the 

main elements discussed. It is clear that there are wide ranging approaches to the research, with 

some groups being supported by the BHS and LAFs, and others not. The problem of recruiting 

volunteers was a recurring theme. 

4. Discussion - structuring research and storing data 

Key points raised included the necessity of cataloguing the available evidence so people can 

search and take data from this. All material needs to be saveable and able to be handed over to 

others. 

It’s important to encourage people to take on the research by demonstrating how easy it is - in 

Ernie’s words, you can do research from your armchair. There is a website that allows you to 

search for old maps. (https://www.old-maps.co.uk). There was quite a lot of discussion and 

different opinions on what evidence is needed, particularly what is the minimum needed for a 

claim. 3 or 4 maps would be enough for a potential claim in Ernie’s area. 

In Northamptonshire, Andrew said that they are planning to make a claim once they have passed 

the basic evidence test and then add further evidence later if they find it. They consider this the 

easiest way to get the 7 points they need. 

Indexing of information is very important but takes time. 

One difficulty in terms of organising volunteers is that there is disagreement over when to meet - 

Some volunteers want to meet in the day and some in the evening. 

In Sussex they started using Drop Box but have moved to PCloud to store data. The issue 

remains about back-up. Malcolm emphasised that he’s keen for Ramblers GB to be storing the 

data and providing a safe storage structure. 

                                                           
1
 This is different to what Stephen Parkhouse emphasised in his presentation, so it is possible that members are using 

different approaches in the Nottinghamshire area. 

https://www.old-maps.co.uk/
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Ernie marked up and numbered routes to be researched on an OS map. Most of the maps can be 

found online. This group found 500 routes and gave them ratings of green (approx. 50), amber 

(25) and red (200). The other routes were ORPAs and therefore were not part of the research. 

5. Breakout sessions - structuring research and storing data 

 

Ernie: 

Ernie focused on the importance of numbering all paths. You should put a number on the 

Ordnance Survey map, and then keep that number on all documentation even if you don’t submit 

all those claims. They ‘do a studied trespass’ to look at the lost way on the ground. Someone also 

suggested online mapping and GPS locating could be used when walking the path on the ground 

(so that you could ensure accuracy). It’s important to take a photo of the reference number when 

photographing anything, so that you know what your source is. It’s also important to decide which 

routes to go for and not waste time on ones that are dead ends (although this point was somewhat 

disputed), or occupation roads, which you can’t claim. 

Good places to look for evidence include: 

1. The research archive of the Discovering Lost Ways project was a great source but doesn’t 

appear to still be on line 

2. The planning inspectorate  

3. Institute for Public Rights of Way Officers (IPROW) has a good practice guide on historical 

evidence 

There was disagreement in the room about whether to submit fully complete documents, or submit 

enough to pass the Basic Evidence Test (BET) (and potentially supplement later). It’s important to 

work with your local authority to determine what they want and how they’ll approach it - it varies up 

and down the country. 

There was overwhelming agreement that backlogs with dealing with Definitive Map Modification 

Orders (DMMOs) are a problem. It is very frustrating that it takes such a long time, and this means 

that it is more difficult for the same people to be able to carry out the work over a long period of 

time. 

A member from Hampshire said that mostly ‘higher rights’ have been found in their area. 

Andrew: 

The main discussion point was with regard to IT requirements to facilitate a collaborative approach 

between the Ramblers (both within areas and more widely) and other organisations. 

The BHS has a web-based system for storing information. In some areas, they are already 

working with Ramblers groups. It was suggested that the best procedure is to collaborate on the 

research, by pulling together resources and sharing information and then to go through the claims 

processes separately. There is a possibility to coordinate through LAFs. 

However, concerns were once again raised that the BHS wants to upgrade a substantial number 

of footpaths to bridleways. Janet’s advice was that if research indicates an upgrade is possible, 
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pass on information to the BHS as sharing information is best practice. Then move on to the next 

path.  

People spoke about 3 types of ‘lost ways’; (i) not currently on map, (ii) path in use but not a 

PROW, and (iii) PROW almost reaches something. The Deregulation Act regulations are likely to 

cover (ii) and (iii). Once published, we will know for sure to prioritise (i).   

In this group 6 people were already involved in the work. This was mainly led in an ad hoc fashion 

by individuals using their own computer. Three of them attended the training session. 

Bev and Malcolm: 

Sussex area wants data to be held by Ramblers GB. There was also discussion on the number of 

pieces of evidence you need for a successful claim. Bucks and Wadey advise 7/8 points for a 

claim but for a very solid claim you may need to do more work. Sussex has identified 80 claims, 

some of which are ready to be proposed as routes. They need to decide which to prioritise.  

The Essex area believes that it’s a waste of time going to Kew and that we should employ an 

experienced archivist/researcher full time. 

Nearly everyone in the group voted for a standardised system, although one person said he just 

wants an index and a database rather than a unified approach. All volunteers were keen for the 

development of some kind of central storage system; this will also help to avoid duplication. 

There was a suggestion that the Pathwatch App could be adapted to store data. 

Nottinghamshire area presentation 

Stephen Parkhouse’s presentation focused on the work he has been doing in Nottinghamshire 

area. Again, discussion occurred here as to what evidence is needed, with Stephen strongly 

feeling that volunteers should submit as much evidence as possible and not rely on the local 

authority to search for the evidence themselves, as this is holding the process up even more. 

Some volunteers have however been advised by their local authority that they do not need to 

submit all the evidence at once, leading to some confusion as to the best process. 

7. BHS and the OSS 

Mark Weston and Kate Ashbrook spoke about the work their organisations are doing.  

Mark highlighted that there needs to be better contact and a more formalised process between 

user groups. Mark is interested in swapping lists of volunteers with us and enabling them to get in 

touch with each other. The BHS is promoting the work to recruit more volunteers. They are also 

digitizing records on a county basis. The Bucks & Wadey book has been given to each group who 

are doing this task. They have been given 10k by Trustees for research or payment of volunteer 

costs but are struggling with creating a virtual library of data and sharing this information. They 

would like to avoid duplicating copies of maps being held. 

The OSS have raised £14,000 from an appeal to 2000 members - they will give grants from this 

pot to volunteers, e.g. to cover photography fees. They are also looking for do another project to 

get Heritage Lottery Funding to digitise records. This would need a pilot first. 
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Buckinghamshire County Council has funded training and a volunteer coordinator to find lost ways 

researchers. 

Both the OSS and the BHS would like to continue working together. 

8. IT solutions 

Paul and Ricardo took questions on IT solutions and explained the situation so far. They 

emphasised that they were there to listen and take on suggestions. As yet an organisation-wide 

sharing and data storage platform has not been developed. It is clear that this is something crucial 

to the project and that volunteers are keen for progress to be made on this. Further specific points 

that arose were as follows: 

1. Guidance on what resolutions, file sizes and file formats documents should be in. Dropbox 

and Amazon were suggested as interim solutions, 

2. Data Storage. It is still not clear whether this should be for all work in progress and 

supporting documents or just finalised submissions 

3. Indexing of documents so that they can be searched and retrieved 

4. Workflow processes, maybe with email notifications, so team members know what stages 

people are at 

5. Some form of data visualisation rather than just list of texts would be useful for members to 

manage the data 

6. Copyright issues with sharing material - we may be able to contact issuers and ask for 

waiver as it is in public good.  Ordnance Survey may have different licensing options.  

9. Challenges, benefits, support needed for Don’t Lose Your Way 

This session was to ensure that we captured everything from the volunteers about the support 

they need, what they’re finding hard and also to get the positives, which will be useful for funding 

bids. The tables on pages 9 - 12 contain the direct quotations captured on the day. 

When asked about the benefits of the work, for walkers and more widely, Ramblers not 

unsurprisingly focused on the improvements to the path network. There were also some 

comments on improved health outcomes from an expanded rights of way network, as well as 

those focusing on retaining our heritage and discovering local history through tracing paths. Two 

comments also picked up on the safety aspect, stating that having more rights of way prevents 

people from having to walk on busy roads. One person worried that a lot of people don’t see the 

benefits and that ‘social’ walkers are concerned that local authorities  cannot maintain the paths 

we already have, so see little to be gained in searching for more. 

The majority of people highlighted that what they love most about the work is the challenge and 

sense of satisfaction. Some also agreed that they enjoy using problem solving skills and doing 

something practical in their retirement. This could fit with the recent grant announcement by Nesta 

of £4million grants to boost volunteering among over 50s. 

 

Many also enjoy looking at old maps. Nine people also focused on the extension to the path 

network again here. Moreover, some talked about enjoying the historical research and others the 

importance of leaving a legacy behind for future generations. One participant wrote “the research 
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and legacy of leaving a path on the map that wouldn’t be there except for you!” Another contributor 

wrote, “We do not want to lose our inheritance”. 

 

The question on what difficulties volunteers had encountered and what extra support they need 

mainly focused on data storage and IT solutions, with questions on cloud storage possibilities and 

how to effectively share data between groups. Others are also finding getting more volunteers 

involved quite challenging. There were also comments on being uncertain on what evidence is 

needed, the costs associated with carrying out this work and working with other groups. 

 

It’s clear that groups are planning to prioritise the lost ways they will save; with 11 groups stating 

this and none saying they are planning to save ‘all’ lost ways. Herefordshire and Cornwall have not 

as yet lodged a successful application, while Coventry, Oxfordshire, Herts, Sussex and 

Warwickshire have had successes. 

 

Some Ramblers groups are working with other volunteer groups, particularly the BHS and LAFs. 

Not many were able to share how many routes they have identified. Cumbria said 50+ and two 

other unnamed groups said 30+ and 7 respectively. 

 

10. Notes from flipcharts 

 
What are the benefits for walkers and more widely? 

 

More paths/walks/places to walk 

More paths  
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More paths to use 

More places to walk 

More footpaths 

More routes, less use of dangerous roads 

Greater access to walking routes 

Enhanced number of walks 

More connectivity/better network of paths 

Better connected paths  
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Better network - will get rid of anomalies on DM such as RoW ending at 
community boundaries 

Joining up networks 

To improve the path network by improved connectivity 

Better network of paths & more chance to walk off road 

Useful link paths 

To find RoWs in areas where there are few at present 

Walks that link up 

Heritage/history 

Opportunity to  spread knowledge about where your ancestors 
walked/rode 

 
2 

Retaining our heritage 

More access  

Better access to the countryside  
2 Hopefully access to more of the countryside 
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More certainty about where you can walk 

Certainty of where they can walk. Many tracks/paths have currently no 
signage 

 
3 

Removes uncertainty re routes that are already being used 

No ambiguity of PRoW line 

Safety 

Be able to avoid walking on tarmac and busy/dangerous roads  
2 More off road riding/cycling – safety 

Health 

The health agenda - lots of government talk but NOT a lot of action.   
2 Walking and talking - what better way to prevent any mental health 

issues 

Health benefits to people - as long as the paths are walked! 

Others 

Learning to work with others  
3 Good PR for Ramblers 

‘Social’ walking Ramblers members do not see the benefits. We have 
paths to go walking on – why do we need any more? County don’t have 

the money to maintain all the existing paths never mind any more 
 
 

What do you enjoy about the work? 

 

Challenge, satisfaction and using skills 

Challenge of finding information on maps and documents  
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Solving problems 

Viewing the problem from all angles to ensure there is sufficient, high quality 
evidence  

Keeps me going after retirement! 

Excitement of finding evidence 

Satisfaction of submitting an application with a good chance of success  

Using skills in maps and IT  

Enjoyment of deciphering enclosure awards and the detective work 

Finding out things from documents  

Successful claims and successfully defeating deletion orders  

Problem solving  

Retired cartographer and love looking at old maps  

Getting things moving and getting others interested  

Lovely old maps 

Detective work  

Enjoy the challenge 

Enjoy the challenge to create or preserve our rights 

Making an application  

The study of old maps is fascinating 

Looking at maps 

Detective work and gathering the evidence 

Path network 

Extending the path network  
 Seeing improved connectivity on the path network 
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The satisfaction of walking on a new path once recovered  
 

9 
Satisfaction of getting a good new path 

Helping to improve the network 

Getting a path agreed 

Satisfaction of discovery of old highways now disused 

Possibility of helping to create a new right of way 

The possibility of having new routes to walk 

Legacy/inheritance for others 

We don’t want to lose our inheritance  
 

4 
The research and legacy of leaving a path on the map that wouldn’t be there 

except for you! 

To help the walking world gain something 

Leaving something for the future 

History 

Interesting local history 2 

Learning about the history of a lost way 

Other 

Getting to know other parts of the county 1 

 
Have you had support from other groups? Ramblers or others? Was this helpful?  

BHS 

BHS and Trailriders Federation - another viewpoint is inspiring 

Trailriders and LAF Hampshire path project was run by user group members of the 
LAF and strongly supported by the countryside records office staff - very positive 

Cumbria bridleways society funds research 

County LAF/Leicester Footpath Association/BHS/Bridleway Association. Far more 
interest than from Ramblers members 

Oxfordshire Parish Path Warden and Oxford Footpaths Society and any volunteers we 
can find (some don’t belong to any organisation at all) 

LAF has been proactive and provided basic training 

No, but will look into this idea 
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What difficulties have you encountered and what extra support do you need? 
 

 
How many routes have you identified? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Do you have any advice you’d like to share? 

Ask your local parish council to sign your application 

 
Has anyone yet lodged a successful footpath application? 

Data/evidence/research 

Shared database to store scanned evidence  
 
 
 

6 

Some cloud storage to store scanned photos, maps and other docs (500 
GB+) 

Swap system for our data 

Ramblers ‘starter’ templates for data - to be adjusted for local conditions as 
required 

Researchers at Kew to scan the evidence for us 

Accessible resource base to explain different types of evidence needed 
(Herefordshire) 

Volunteers 

Getting more people involved   
3 Getting volunteers - organisations will provide money but not people  

Volunteers! 

Other 

IT tricky  
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Conflicting advice re depth of evidence needed (Herefordshire) 

What are legitimate expenses? 

Who will sign applications? (Local repercussions) 

Contact details for affiliated organisations 

Centralised listing and group activities on routes under investigation 

Budgeting - how much to include? 

30+ 

7 

50+ Cumbria 

Cornwall Council estimates that only 50% of path network presently recorded on 
definitive map. Probably hundreds unrecorded. 

Yes 

Warwickshire area  
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Coventry 109 (total of 385 in the area) 

Sussex 

Herts - our area has been doing so for decades, but individually so we don’t 
know what is in progress 

In 1988 - also defeated an application for a deletion order using documents 
from AD903 (Oxfordshire). Other members have also defeated deletion 

orders and made claims pre 2010. 
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Are you planning to save all lost ways in your area or to prioritise? 
 

Prioritise 

Herts, Hants, Isle of Wight, Wilts, Leicestershire, Cumbria. Other areas not 
specified. 

 
 

11 ‘Prioritise essential in order to, 1. If we are to make best use of Local 
Authority resources, 2. Public perception of Ramblers 

Helping for all, but will prioritise 
 

 

11. Main findings 

 

It was clear from the passionate discussions, questions and ideas shared that volunteers are really 

enthusiastic about this work and that many groups have already made significant progress. 

Nonetheless, it is evident that all would appreciate greater support and direction from Ramblers 

GB and consider that the work should be made a priority for the coming years. Kate Ashbrook 

emphasised that as a Trustee she is fully behind this work.  

 

Some particular aspects to be considered are as follows: 

 

1. The need for an organisation-wide data sharing and storage solution - what shape this will 

take is the big question! 

2. It can be challenging to get others involved. Many Footpath Secretaries are already focused 

on other issues and as the work is long-term it requires many people to be committed to it 

to ensure claims aren’t lost. Again, advice and support on recruiting and retaining 

volunteers is sought from Ramblers GB. Moreover, volunteers want to (continue to) work 

with other organisations and look to Ramblers GB to facilitate this. 

3. There seems to be little consistency as to the approach. Some members feel that all 

footpaths should be saved because they may lead (for example) to a nice view, whilst 

others feel that the utility of the ROW should dictate priority, for example it links two other 

paths so provides an enhanced route. There was a sense that volunteers would welcome a 

standardised process. 

4. There is some confusion about the evidence needed to pass the Basic Evidence Test and 

how to retrieve this evidence. Volunteers would appreciate more guidance on this, perhaps 

in the form of a specific template to use for submitting claims. 

5. There is universal frustration at the time taken to process DMMOs and at the huge backlog 

this has created. It could take up to ten years after 2026 for all claims to be approved or 

denied. (This is balanced against the hope that the Deregulation Act will eventually speed 

up the process and give clarity on which paths to prioritise). This means that information 

and communications about lost ways could be needed 20 years from now, and with many 

Intervened in DMMO being decided by written reps, where OMA had 
claimed BW on weak evidence, rejected by inspector and I successfully 

intervened to get route as FP, based on enclosure award 

No 

Herefordshire  
2 Cornwall Council will take 10 years to approve an application at current rate! 
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members in their 70s now, there is a significant risk to the project that members (and the 

information that they have collected) may not be available unless it is held centrally.  

6. There were some concerns about funding, such as for researchers. 

7. Volunteers enjoy the work and see it as an opportunity to contribute to an improved path 

network, a chance to leave a legacy behind them and to get their teeth into something 

during retirement. This could fit in well with some funding opportunities on volunteering by 

over 50s. 

 

 

October 2016 
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Don’t Lose Your Way Seminar 

 Wednesday 5th October 

     Birmingham & Midland Institute 

 

AGENDA 

9.30am REGISTRATION  

Gallery Room 

Tea and coffee   

10.00am John Lee Lecture Theatre 

Welcome to the day and the purpose of the event - Kate Ashbrook, Board of 

Trustees and Vice president and Open Spaces Society  

10.10am John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Introduction (bit of background, why we need to be researching lost ways, what 

we’ve done so far, the Deregulation Act and the routes which will be saved anyway) - 

Janet Davis, Senior Policy Officer 

10.30am John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Local group experiences (1) Starting up and setting up a research Facilitated by 

Lizzie Flew, Senior Campaigns Officer.  Ten minutes each from: 

 Bev Marks and Malcolm McDonnell, Sussex area 

 Ernie Robin, Lake District area 

 Andrew Knapman, Northamptonshire area 
 

11.00am John Lee Lecture Theatre 

Three breakout sessions led by Bev and Malcolm, Ernie and Andrew in which 

delegates share their experiences of starting up groups and/or ask questions of 

speakers.  

11.30am Gallery Room  

Tea Break 

11.45am John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Plenary session: capturing the information from the breakout sessions. Facilitated by 

Nicky Philpott, Director of Advocacy and Engagement 

12midday      John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Local group experiences (ii) Structuring research and storing dataFacilitated by 

Lizzie Flew, Senior Campaigns Officer. Ten minutes each from: 

 Bev Marks and Malcolm McDonnell, Sussex area 

 Ernie Robin, Lake District area 

 Andrew Knapman, Northamptonshire area 
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12.30pm Gallery room 

Lunch 

12.45pm John Lee Lecture Theatre 

Optional presentation from Stephen Parkhouse, Nottinghamshire  

1.15pm Breakout groups 

John Lee Lecture Theatre 

Three breakout sessions led by Bev and Malcolm, Ernie and Andrew in which 

delegates share their experiences of structuring research and storing data and/or 

ask questions of speakers. 

1.45pm        John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Feedback and Q&A on IT issues  

Paul Strong, Head of ICT and Ricardo Saroyan-James, Interim ICT Infrastructure 

Manager 

2.15pm  John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Mark Weston/Kate Ashbrook Working with other organisations.  Kate Ashbrook 

General Secretary, Open Spaces Society and Mark Weston, Director of Access, 

British Horse Society on what their organisations are doing. Contributions from floor 

about other organisations we are working with or might work with in the future.  

Facilitated by Nicky Philpott, Director of Advocacy and Engagement 

2.45pm  Gallery room  

Afternoon tea break 

3.00pm John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Discussing challenges, support and benefits of Don’t Lose Your Way 

Facilitated by Lizzie Flew, Senior Campaigns Officer.   

3.30pm John Lee Lecture Theatre  

Next steps, Nicky Philpott, Director of Advocacy and Engagement and closing 

remarks, Kate Ashbrook, Board of Trustees and Vice president and Open Spaces 

Society 

3.45pm FINISH 

 

 

 

 

 

 


